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DEAR READERS,

Welcome to the second edition of Perspective – our half yearly newsletter. Many of you gave us very
encouraging feedback on our first attempt at producing a newsletter last autumn and we are delighted
that you liked both the format and content of the previous edition. Thank you.
In our first edition we had a collection of articles covering a wide range of topics from traditional stock market investments
to use of trust structures and investing in wine. As this has proved a popular format, we have chosen to continue in the same
vein. In this edition we speak to asset managers James Ward and James Douglas-Withers of Rathbones on how they have
positioned client portfolios to weather the current crisis and the future of sustainable investments, tax guru Nimesh Shah of
Blick Rothenburg analyses the recent budget and what it means for private clients, Professor Tony Hockley of the LSE gives us
a lesson in Behavioural Economics, lawyer David Margo of Divorce Solutions navigates us through the minefield that is Divorce
proceedings, we look closely at trying to time the equity markets (or not!) and finally artist Tanya Russell, David’s cousin, talks to
us about how an ancient art form is reaping benefits from going digital.
At present the coronavirus pandemic is capturing all headline news. The situation is evolving at a rapid pace and consequently
some articles may well feel slightly out of date by the time you are reading this. As there is so much already being written about
the coronavirus and its social and economic impact, we have tried to avoid further coverage of that subject. We are extremely
grateful yet again to all our guest contributors in this second edition for making time to supply original and thoughtful content for
reflection. If a particular article piques your interest and you would like to learn more, please get in touch with us. We continue to
welcome your feedback on this newsletter and our previous one so please do not hesitate to drop us a note with your thoughts at
help@keystone-capital.co.uk
Finally, at the risk of being repetitive we want to say how delighted we have been with our decision to support Watt’s Gallery
Artists’ Village in Compton, Surrey. The main gallery houses the works of ‘England’s Michelangelo’ G F Watts and his wife, the
designer and artist Mary Watts. In addition, the contemporary gallery at the Artist’s Village showcases works by emerging and
established artists and makers of national and international merit, including local artists, that resonate with the heritage and ethos
of Watts Gallery - Artists’ Village. In line with guidance from the government, Watt’s Gallery Artists’ Village will remain closed
whilst the nation fights to overcome the pandemic. When normality eventually returns, we would encourage you to visit if you are
in the area or passing by as it is well worth a stopover.
We hope you enjoy the second edition of Perspective as much as our first attempt and that it continues to offer engaging reading
material and fuels further thoughts for discussion. Look forward to catching up with many of you over the summer months.
All the best,
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Will ethical investing return to centre stage?
INTERVIEW WITH JAMES WARD AND JAMES DOUGLAS-WITHERS
Investment Directors, Rathbone Brothers
www.rathbones.com

The crisis we are currently facing is unparalleled in history and since the start of this pandemic financial
markets have reacted very dramatically to this story as it has unfolded. There is almost a quicksand effect
to central bank and government interventions and sentiment has reached a point where positive policy
measures are not really having the desired effect. Before COVID-19 took over headline space the world
over, there was a significant momentum gathering on sustainable investments. In this edition, we speak
to James Ward and James Douglas-Withers, Investment Directors at Rathbone Brothers, one of our
preferred partners, on their views on what might lie beyond the next few months of chaos and the future
of Environmental, Social and Governance issues (ESG) in investment decision-making.
Q. THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC AND THE DROP IN THE OIL PRICE IS CAUSING CHAOS IN FINANCIAL
MARKETS. HOW CAN YOU POSITION PORTFOLIOS FOR UNEXPECTED EVENTS OF THIS MAGNITUDE?
JDW. The quickening spread of Covid-19, a bungled American response and a clash of two petro-states have combined to buckle
global stock and bond markets. We believe the latest lurch lower may well have been overdone, not because we have a crystal ball
but because markets seem to be assuming this bear market will evolve into a financial crisis – our analysis suggest the risk of that
is low. We see little evidence that the kind of imprudent lending standards, especially by weak banks with inadequate capital, that
have tended to lead to financial crises in the past are present today.
When putting together and managing portfolios, a lot of what we do is to ensure that they are able to cope with any market
conditions. To do that, we need to ensure portfolios have ample diversification and are not over-exposed to any one investment.
Right now, there’s a lot of uncertainty about how seriously and for how long the Covid-19 pandemic will disrupt our lives and
global economic activity. We have to have confidence that we remain invested in good quality companies that will be better
prepared for disruption and emerge as the winners after any slowdown, whatever the length and severity.

Q. BEFORE THE PANDEMIC, THE BIG SHIFT IN SENTIMENT HAS BEEN THE INCREASED FOCUS ON ESG.
HOW HAS RATHBONES BEEN RESPONDING?
JW. Rathbones has been active in this area for many years. Back in 2009, we were one of the early asset managers to sign up to
the UN-sponsored Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), led by our specialist Greenbank team, which manages portfolios
for clients wanting to apply strong ESG convictions to their investments. Since then we’ve been involved in a very wide range of
topics and projects that we considered of interest to our clients. We were listed in 2014 and 2015 as one of the top 20 most active
engagers on the PRI Clearinghouse, despite being relatively small compared with the others on the list. This reflects the energy
and commitment of the staff involved in collaborative engagements. We’ve been steadily increasing the proportion of our assets
covered by some form of integrated ESG policy and are committed to build on our progress to date.

Q. OIL IS A SECTOR THAT HAS BEEN HEAVILY CRITICISED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL REASONS. WHAT ARE
YOUR VIEWS?
JDW. Oil companies have been under pressure for ethical and environmental reasons for a number of years, with many people
seeing them as dying industries. In some part that characterisation is true, especially with initiatives to ban petrol, diesel and
hybrid cars by 2035. However, like or loathe them, they are going to be a major cog in the global energy supply chain for years
to come.
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JW. The pressure put on oil companies, including a lot of shareholder engagement work that Rathbones has participated in, has
led them to take decisive action on transitioning to cleaner sources of energy and much has been done in the last decade. Major
oil companies have been leading the charge on technological advancement to reduce emissions from refining, which accounts for
some 20% of all fuel emissions. As investors in these companies, we can have a significant positive influence, and we shouldn’t
underestimate the capacity for these businesses to adapt their business models for the good of the planet as well as their long-term
returns to shareholders. They have enviable cash flows, political connections, thousands of scientists and engineers working for
them, and world class supply chains. In a very real sense, the energy revolution can’t happen without them and their leadership.

Q. THERE IS A PERCEPTION THAT ‘RESPONSIBLE INVESTING’ MEANS SACRIFICING RETURNS. WHAT
ARE YOUR THOUGHTS ON THIS?
JW. When I joined Rathbones 15 years ago, I remember a client asking me to put 30% in “green stuff”. Responsible investing was
a much less developed market then. But today we have a much greater choice of ’proper companies’ with sustainable businesses
and strong balance sheets that are no longer relying on government subsidies to survive. Will our society take a bit of pain in
a difficult economic environment, and continue to invest? I believe we will, and therefore I do not believe that a correction in
‘sustainable’ or ‘green’ companies will be any worse than other sectors.
JDW. For example, Unilever is a global consumer goods business that is well positioned over the longer term given its substantial
presence in emerging markets and its laser focus on sustainability. Of course, that won’t make Unilever immune to a global
recession if one is coming in the wake of the Covid-19 pandemic, but it should help keep it and its brands relevant to consumers
for years to come.

Q. HOW DO YOU CATER FOR CLIENTS WHO WISH TO ACCOMMODATE THEIR ETHICAL BELIEFS AND
VALUES WITHIN THEIR PORTFOLIOS?
JW. I love cooking and entertaining, but I confess I feel out of my depth when I realise that I have invited a vegetarian to
dinner. Is cheese okay, or is it just a certain type of cheese? Will they eat fish? And I don’t want to cause any offense by asking
these questions. Fortunately, investing with Rathbones is not like that, we can help (and our excellent in-house chef produces
wonderful vegetarian options for client meetings). Discussing what you want right at the outset is the most important part and
we can show you what tools we have to provide a solution. But it all starts with the question “what does ethical mean to you?”
James Ward and James Douglas-Withers have been working together at Rathbones for 15 years, both managing portfolios for private individuals, pension funds, charities and
companies. James Ward is a Charter holder of the FCSI and is a trustee of one of the UK’s top 25 charities. James Douglas-Withers is a member of the Chartered Financial
Analyst Institute (CFA) and he also sits on the Stock Selection committee at Rathbones focusing on UK company shares.
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Under the lens - Budget 2020
BY NIMESH SHAH

Partner, Blick Rothenberg
www.blickrothenberg.com

The first Budget for the new Government, the first for a new Chancellor who has only been in the job a
few weeks and the first for almost 18 months, but what could be the first of several budgets in 2020.
In a Budget overshadowed by COVID-19, the Chancellor started by announcing a package of measures
aimed at easing the burden for individuals and businesses, including extending Statutory Sick Pay,
offering a reduction to Business Rates for small businesses and allowing more time to pay taxes.

RATES & ALLOWANCES
The Chancellor’s hands seemed to be slightly tied, and the only notable change for workers was an increase to the National
Insurance threshold to £9,500 providing around a £100 annual saving. For the first time in 10 years, there was no increase to
the personal allowance, which remained at £12,500. In fact, there were no changes to the majority of the personal tax thresholds
with the basic rate band, inheritance tax nil rate band and the high income child benefit threshold all untouched.

PENSION ALLOWANCES
In a measure aimed at appeasing NHS doctors and consultants, the pensions annual allowance will only begin to reduce for
individuals with income above £240,000 (currently £150,000). However, at the other end of the spectrum, the minimum
pensions annual allowance will be reduced to £4,000 (currently £10,000), affecting individuals with income above £300,000.
The lifetime allowance for pensions will be indexed to £1,073,100 from 6 April 2020
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SHAREHOLDER TAX RELIEFS
The Chancellor threw down the axe on Entrepreneurs’ Relief but not going as far as abolishing it completely. In an overnight
move (which has its own complexities), the Entrepreneurs’ Relief lifetime allowance was slashed from £10 million to £1 million,
reducing the tax saving to £100,000. Apparently, the reduced limit should only affect 20% of entrepreneurs and raising £6.3
billion for the Treasury in the process over the next 5 years. It was interesting that the Government introduced specific antiavoidance measures targeted at those who undertook planning prior to the Budget to protect their access to the £10 million
entrepreneurs’ relief lifetime limit. It would appear that the majority of those planning arrangements are ineffective because of
the measures put in place.
Entrepreneurs’ Relief has gone full circle, as the limit was £1 million when first introduced in 2008 and worth £80,000. At a
time when all UK businesses are facing hugely uncertain futures, it was disappointing that the Chancellor, only a few weeks into
the job, decided to make the move without any review or consultation.
Whilst the lifetime limit for Entrepreneurs’ Relief was reduced, it is interesting to note that the less well-known Investors’ Relief
has not been targeted. Investors’ Relief applies to shares held in unlisted trading companies and held for at 3 years, but the
shareholder cannot be an employee or director of the company. Where shareholding qualifies, the capital gains tax rate is 10%
on a lifetime limit of £10 million applies.
Despite huge speculation in the financial press in the run-up to the Budget, no changes have been announced impacting family
investment companies. These have become highly popular vehicles for individuals to hold their investments to benefit from lower
rates of corporation tax. HMRC have confirmed that they are considering the use of these structures with a focus on inheritance
tax implications, so there could be changes in the future.

PROPERTY TAXES
For the first time in many years, there were few changes to property taxes, with the Government moving ahead with a 2% SDLT
surcharge for overseas buyers, which will take effect from April 2021 (presumably to encourage overseas buyers to transact before
a higher SDLT cost applies). However, it’s worth noting that several property tax changes are due to take effect from 6 April
2020, including a reduction to main residence relief, the mortgage interest relief restriction taking full effect and reducing the
timeframe in which capital gains tax should be paid to 30 days when selling a residential property.
The only giveaway for savers was an increase to the Junior ISA limit to £9,000. At a time when the stock markets have tumbled
and interest rates cut, pensioners and savers may have been looking to the Government for some help.

Nimesh Shah is a Partner at Blick Rothenberg and specialises in the interaction of personal and corporate tax matters, advising entrepreneurs across a variety of industry sectors
- from start-up and growth through to business exit. Nimesh also advises international private clients and has strong technical expertise and experience in the taxation of non-UK
domiciled individuals. He regularly comments on tax matters in the media including broadsheets, radio and television.
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Heart versus Head
BY DR TONY HOCKLEY

Visiting Senior Fellow, London School of Economics & Political Science (LSE)
www.lse.ac.uk/social-policy

For 35 years economists have been debating the “Equity Premium Puzzle”. Why do investors demand
an extraordinarily high premium to hold equities instead of bonds, given their record of much higher
returns? Why is it so hard to “hold and forget” equity investments? After all, they aren’t short term
gambles.
This leads us to a story involving two Nobel prizes for economics, at least. The first was awarded to psychologist Daniel
Kahneman in 2002 for his work with the late Amos Tversky on the development of Prospect Theory published back in 1979.
The paper was the result of the authors genuine puzzlement in relation to economists’ assumptions around human decision
making. They chose to seek publication in a reputable economics journal, for maximum impact. Over time this paper, written by a
psychologist and a decision theorist, has become one of the most cited papers in economics. Two of the important components of
Prospect Theory were the arguments that the prospect of a loss weighs much more than double the prospect of an equivalent gain,
and that these judgments are taken against a subjective “reference point” rather than zero. This reference point can be framed in
many ways, perhaps by the status quo situation, by expectations, or by time period.

The second Nobel prize, awarded in 2017 to Richard Thaler
from Chicago University, was for his sustained contribution
to what has become known today as Behavioural Economics.
Thaler’s role has been to systematically and doggedly
challenge standard 20th century economic assumptions of
rationality; that people are, on average, cold and consistent
calculating machines when faced with decisions involving risk.
This work has a long history. Indeed, any reader of Adam
Smith’s “Theory of Moral Sentiments” from the eighteenth
century will note that it predates modern economics. Thaler,
however, has played a central role in dragging behavioural
economics into the mainstream.

One of Thaler’s significant contributions to research in
behavioural economics was a paper he co-authored with
Shlomo Benartzi on the Equity Premium Puzzle. They used
Prospect Theory’s analysis of loss aversion in an attempt to
decipher the puzzle. Benartzi and Thaler argued that human
loss aversion and the desire for a salient reference point when
faced with decisions involving risk may explain why the more
erratic nature of stock values can bias investors towards
lower-earning bonds. Simply put, the human heart says “no”
to a short-term loss. They argued that humans cannot resist
the urge to apply an arbitrary timeframe to these decisions.
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In the case of the equity premium puzzle, they note that
stocks are framed within a 12-month time period, massively
overweighting the short-term risk and underweighting the
long-term gain; they call this “Myopic loss aversion”.
This silo approach to decisions can explain why the same
individual can be risk-averse and over-insure against small
risks of losses, yet simultaneously be risk-seeking, willing to
invest in gambles with very small prospects of large gains.
At a time of exceptionally low interest rates people will keep
cash in very low-return savings accounts, whilst taking out
expensive loans for purchases. It is hard to take decisions in
the round and resist the temptation to isolate them, as if they
were different types of money, for different uses, and within
isolated time-periods. For similar reasons stock markets
regularly over-react to whatever is the latest news,
irrespective to the probable impact on dividends.
The authors crunch data on multiple real-world situations.
They find, for example, that New York yellow-cab drivers
make the mistake of setting a daily target for income,
because that is the basis upon which they rent their car.

By referencing gains and losses against this arbitrary time
period they stop too early on good days for fares and stay
out too long on bad days. Only those who learn to resist this
urge survive. In a study of punter behaviour at horse races
they note that people who are risk averse throughout the day,
will gamble on an outsider at the end of the day, in an almost
inevitably forlorn bid to recoup any losses made that day. The
end-of-day premium that this creates obviously worsens the
chance of their gamble being a success.
Prospect Theory is, of course, just one part of the modern
behavioural economics canon, but was perhaps the first
attempt to bring together and explain many of the quirks of
human decisions involving risk and uncertainty. It is a useful
exercise to think about some of these apparent quirks and their
development. A natural loss aversion would have an obvious
protective role in a situation of survival, similarly the framing
of decisions within a single day, when getting to the end of the
day really matters. It is easy to assume that because something
is “irrational” in economics it is, therefore, a mistake.
The challenge is to separate those situations where human
instinct may not have adapted to today’s human situation.

Tony has taught at the LSE since 2005 and is also a Director of Public Policy at the Policy Analysis Centre. He has previously served as Special Adviser to UK Cabinet ministers,
Head of Research at a think tank, an expert adviser to the European Commission, and as Director of European Public Policy at one of the world’s largest life sciences firms.
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The price of mistiming the market
BY DAVID MCLELLAN

Director & Co-founder, Keystone Capital
www.keystone-capital.co.uk

With markets, at the time of writing (mid March 2020), having experienced falls of between 20-30%
as investors reconcile with the social and economic impact of coronavirus, it seems an appropriate
moment to be writing about market timing.
“Buy low, sell high” – that is every investor’s goal. It is easier said than done, especially if you’re trying to time the market,
which is notoriously difficult if not altogether impossible.
It can also prove a very costly exercise. Our research conducted in January 2020, before the most recent crash, shows just how
costly it can be when you get the timing wrong. Over three decades, mistimed decisions on an investment of just £1,000 could
have cost you more than £19,000-in returns. We examined the performance of three indices that reflect the performance of
the UK stock market – the FTSE 100, the FTSE 250 and the FTSE All-Share. The analysis can be extended to all other major
markets with similar effect.
If at the beginning of 1989 you had invested £1,000 in the FTSE 250 and left the investment alone for the next 30 years it might
have been worth £26,831 by the end of 2019. If you had tried to time your entry in and out of the market during that period and
missed out on the index’s 30 best days the same investment might now be worth £7,543, or £19,288 less, not adjusted for the
effect of charges or inflation.
Here is a set of interesting findings. Over the last 30 years of by investing in the FTSE 250 you could have made:
- 11.6% per year if you stayed invested the whole time
- 9.6% per year if you missed the 10 best days
- 8.2% per year if you missed the 20 best days
- 7.0% per year if you missed the 30 best days
The 2% difference to annual returns between being invested the whole time and missing the 10 best days doesn’t seem much but
the compounding effect builds up over time, as the table below illustrates. For an investment in the FTSE 250 Index missing out
the 10 best days could have cost you more than £11,000 during that time.

WHAT A £1,000 INVESTMENT IN 1989 COULD BE WORTH NOW

Invested the
whole time

Less 10 best days

Less 20 best days

Less 30 best days

FTSE 100

£13,485

£6,947

£4,400

£2,958

FTSE 250

£26,831

£15,713

£10,665

£7,543

FTSE ALL-SHARE

£14,016

£7,496

£4,885

£3,378
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It is worth remembering that past performance is not a guide to future performance and these levels of returns may not be
repeated. Indeed, investments may go down in value and investors may not even get back the amount originally invested.
When observing returns over long periods, investors do not need reminding that markets can be volatile (especially considering
the drawdown in equity markets at the time of writing), with many fluctuations up and down during the timespan of the
investment. Whilst an investor would have been really unlucky to have missed the 30 best days in 30 years of investing, the
figures make a point: trying to time the market can be very costly.
Many decisions investors make are emotionally charged rather than based on fundamentals. When markets drop suddenly too
many investors panic and sell; when shares have had a good run, too many investors go on a buying spree. At times over the last
three decades you would have to have nerves of steel as an investor to hold your course or consider investing more capital when
markets dropped. There have been some monumental stock market crashes including Black Monday in 1987, the bursting of
the dotcom bubble at the turn of the millennium and the financial crisis in 2008. The irony is that historically many of the stock
market’s best periods have tended to follow some of the worst days. This is ultimately why holding one’s nerve as an investor and
sticking with a long-term strategic plan can prove more beneficial than any attempt to try and time the market.
We have now entered another period of uncertainty with coronavirus having a profound impact on markets by disrupting supply
chains, restricting movement of people and goods and affecting consumer sentiment. Times like these require investors to display
an icy calm and not panic into selling on volatility.
It is important to have a clear strategy of how long you plan to stay invested, with that strategy matching the goals of what you’re
trying to achieve, whether it is money for retirement or helping your children onto the property ladder. Then it’s just a matter of
sticking to it – and not letting unchecked emotions derail your plans.
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Divorce - a stressful and costly affair, but can it be less so?
BY DAVID MARGO

Founder, Divorce Solutions
www.divorcesolutions.co.uk

Why is it a frequently complained that divorce takes too long, costs too much and is so stressful that it is
difficult to cope? We believe the common cause is that all too often people find themselves in the wrong
divorce process. Indeed, they are rarely given the opportunity to choose the right process!
The first thought of the inexperienced divorcee is normally to consult a solicitor and that often results in costly court
proceedings and an expensive and bitter struggle. Few people know that it is now possible to apply for their divorce online and
few are informed of the many different processes that are available and which might be more suitable than battling through the
courts. Some of these processes don’t even involve a solicitor! The choices are:

THE DIY DIVORCE

DIRECT ACCESS

The parties sit down together and sort everything out
themselves. Obviously the cheapest, quickest and best way of
resolving matters and moving forward.

Direct Access involves bypassing the solicitor and instructing
a barrister direct. The advantages are firstly, the barristers are
the experts (they are the people who the solicitors consult
when they require an expert view), so why not consult them
directly. Secondly, it is a cheaper process as it cuts out the
duplication of having both a solicitor and a barrister and
surprisingly barrister’s hourly rates are also generally cheaper
than solicitors.

MEDIATION
A third party, the mediator, encourages the parties to
compromise and reach an agreement. Where mediation works
it is normally cheaper, quicker and less confrontational than
other processes.

THE COURT BATTLE
ARBITRATION
The parties step outside the court system and engage an
arbitrator, normally a retired judge or senior barrister, to
hear the arguments put forward by each party’s lawyers. The
arbitrator will then decide the outcome and the parties will be
bound by the decision. The arbitration will take place at a time
convenient to the parties and, as the hearing is in private, there
will be no publicity.

COLLABORATIVE LAW
Collaborative law basically involves sitting down with the other
side and their lawyers to try to reach agreement. Even if there
is no agreement it should at least be possible to narrow the
issues so that the outstanding ones can perhaps be mediated or
arbitrated - it is possible to mix and match processes in order
to reach an agreement without resorting to the courts.

The last resort! If nothing else works this is where you will end
up, fighting for as long as either party has the money, tenacity
and strength to pursue their case.
Going through a divorce is such an important moment –
not just emotionally but also financially (for most people
probably the most important financial time of their life) and,
when children are involved, for their future too. At such an
emotional time, on your own and without knowing your way
around the system, it’s difficult to make the right choices.
There is so much to consider and, without an in-depth
knowledge of the many different divorce processes, it’s so
easy to waste money and make expensive mistakes.

David Margo is the founder of Divorce Solutions, a divorce consultancy based in
London’s West End. Their team comprises of experienced lawyers who are acting as

LITIGANT IN PERSON

consultants guiding their clients through the legal maze and to the right process in

Although this is probably the most important time of one’s
life, the sad fact is that, for most people, law is unaffordable,
and they have to do the best they can and act for themselves.
However, you only have the one chance at getting it ‘right’ and
when acting for yourself it’s very easy to get things wrong and
make costly mistakes.

order to make their divorce less stressful and less costly.
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Art – A Digital Revolution
A DISCUSSION WITH TANYA RUSSELL

Artist, Founder of The Art Academy, London
www.tanyarussell.com

We spoke to Tanya Russell, a highly regarded British Sculptor and her partner Charles Parkes,
responsible for promoting and selling her art, on the way in which the internet has revolutionised
their business model and transformed how one can now access art in general.

Charles: “Sculpture has the ability to uplift and transcend
language barriers which is why it has always been attractive
to collectors worldwide. Sculptors, who are microenterprises
(mostly single people or small groups), have historically relied
on art dealers and galleries to reach their buyers. But advances
in technology and ecommerce are now enabling us to connect
directly with these buyers globally, removing the need for a
middleman.”

Tanya:

“Direct contact with the artist
tremendously enhances the purchasing
experience for the buyer and their
subsequent appreciation of the piece
of art.”
Driven by the internet, sculpture exports from the UK totalled
US$1 billion in 2018, a figure very much on the rise, with a
large number of those buyers purchasing artwork despite not
having seen it in person first.

Charles: “Original makers like ourselves can now sell
artwork on our own e-commerce website, (meaning a
site that you can buy from at the click of a button). It has
become increasingly easier to design that site in-house.
Microenterprises like us have had to develop basic skills on
setting up and running websites with encouragement by way
of online training, tutorials, forum posts and webinars from
the likes of Shopify and Wordpress.
With numerous analytical tools at our disposal and advice
available on how to improve appearance and rankings
on search engines, art directly from the makers compete
against those from traditional outlets. Website plugins make
transactions even more convenient by displaying prices in local
currencies, working out any customs duties and arrival times.
Then the online payment processing system assures the buyer
of the safety of their international transaction.”

Tanya: “A recent example I can think of that shows the
power of having an internet presence relates to a limited
edition life-sized red deer stag I had the privilege to sculpt.
Three were sold in this country, the fourth one went to Texas,
and the fifth is earmarked for Chicago. Buying sculpture to
enrich a home or a garden has never been so easy. Advances
in technology have suddenly done away with international
barriers and cut out middlemen. This has allowed buyers
to interact directly with the makers of the art they are
purchasing, which contrary to popular thinking about
online transactions, has actually made the experience richer.”
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Charles: “To a degree our risk is being mitigated. We now
have the ability to market to multiple geographic locations
rather than relying on the local market and its sentiment.
We noticed that whilst local sales dropped off a little in the
last couple of years with the uncertainty surrounding Brexit,
the international sales were boosted due to the fall in Sterling
making art from the UK all the more attractive to
overseas buyers.

It seems new technology has brought buyers only one step
away from an ancient bronze-making process that is over
6,000 years old. So, when someone wants the shortest,
cheapest route to a prestige artwork in Seattle, or a private
sculpture for their garden in Norway, they can now do so
from the comfort of their armchair. And when they realise that
galleries and agents may be marking prices up, in many cases
by over 100%, the direct connection from buyer to maker is
worth even more than they ever anticipated.

Additionally, the artist can choose which market they will
focus on, for example wealthy clients in specific regions,
who often feel the effects of a recession more slowly, or
perhaps cast the net wider to sell more volumes of accessibly
priced mantlepiece sculptures across the globe, through
craft sites like Etsy.”

Tanya Russell undertook a 7 year apprenticeship with her parents Lorne McKean
FRBS & Edwin Russell FRBS. She founded The Art Academy in London, where
she also tutored, and has 30 years’ experience of sculpting public, corporate and
private commissions.
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